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Eleonore Endrucks-Leichtenstern doily 1922 
 

 I flipped through a few pages of this book which is a collection of the patterns by Eleonore Endrucks-

Leichtenstern for which the tatters in the Online Tatting Class have been making new samples to illustrate and 

to modernize the patterns. I paused at #28. Not a large doily nor complicated, but my eyes caught sight of the 

many dotted lines leading from the center out to the edge. 

 

Eleonore had designed the doily to be tatted without cutting the thread! But... there were no split rings, no 

split chains, just doubles of the chain to return along the path just tatted to exit. For the time that was quite 

acceptable but we can do better today. Here is the original doily by Eleonore Endrucks-Leichtenstern, 

(German)Leipzig, Germany, Beyers Handarbeitsbücher 9, 1922 

 

 

 

Using two shuttles, one shuttle and ball or needle and ball thread, begin in the center with a round ring and 

climb out to the next round. 

 

1. R 2, (- 2) x7, 2 clr, mock picot for the 8th picot 

 

2. CH 3 - 3 + (shuttle lock join to the next free-standing picot) and continue around until the last chain 

 

3. CH 3, split chain, anchor thread to the climb out picot and cover it with wrapped ds back to the spot where 

the chain ended. Secure chain and climb out with another mock picot into the next round of all chains. 

 

4. CH 6 - 6 - 6 + (shuttle lock join to the center picot of previous round 3 chains) 

 



Continue around until the last chain. Stop at the last picot and make another split chain by anchoring the 

thread to the climb out picot and wrap 6 ds over the bare thread of the shuttles back to the last picot made. 

Climb out into the next round 

 

5. CH 3 + (join to the first picot on the chain below) 6 + (join to the second picot on the same chain) 

 

Repeat around until the last chain, + (shuttle lock join to previous climb out picot, mock picot into the next 

round. 

 

6. On this round there are two floating rings on every other chain segment. Climb out and then CH 4 DNRW 

 

*Using shuttle 2 R 6 - 6 - 6 - 6 clr. DNRW Leave no space. 

 

R 6 + (join to last picot of previous ring) 6 - 6 - 6 clr DNRW 

 

CH 4 + (join in the same place as previous round), 4 + (join in the same place as previous round) CH 4 DNRW 

 

Repeat from * and cont. around. If desired the last segment may be worked with split rings and split chains 

but for convenience, secure ends and restart. 

 
For ease of work, turn the doily over and tat the first small ring. Using RODS for the all front/back side look 

 

R 6 + (join between the two rings of previous round) 6 clr. rw 

 

CH 4 + (join to side picot of large ring) 

 

CH 3 - 3 - 3 - 3 - 3 - 3 + (join to side picot of next large ring) 

 

CH 4 rw, R 6 + (join between the two rings of previous round) 6 clr. rw 

 

CH 4 + (join to side picot of next large ring) 

 

Continue in like manner until the last chain. Make the last picot and then use a split chain for the last 3 ds, 

join,and return to that spot to climb out. For ease of work rw after split chain is complete. 

 

*R 5 - 5 clr DNRW CH 3 + (shuttle lock join to next free picot on chain for previous round), for a total of 5 

rings. CH 8 and repeat until the last chain. Do not tat the last small ring, instead make the split chain of 8 ds 

and return to climb out through the last small ring which is tatted as a split ring. 

 

CH 6 + (join to ring below), ( 4 + (join to ring below)) x4, 6, and continue around. 

 

Climb out into the last round where the previous round started. 

 

CH 3 between each join or picot. 

 


